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bysoft 7 has an intuitive graphical user interface that makes it easy to operate. bysoft 7 is the ideal
cad system for sheet metal manufacturing. it has a central database where all information about the

sheets and components is stored. the components can be linked to the database. the information
can be updated in the database directly or by importing data from other sheet metal databases. the
sheet metal manufacturing process is planned and calculated in a single step in the database. in this
way, sheet metal manufacturing is no longer an afterthought. the information can also be exported

to other cad systems. bysoft 7 is a sheet metal manufacturing software for all sheet metal
processing. 10 10 bending with this module, you can model parts and import and edit existing cad
data. you can create perfect unfolding and bending programs customer benefits thanks to bysoft 7,

you can construct parts with powerful and worldwide distributed 2d and 3d cad you can use your
pressbrake capacity in its entirety because parts are no longer programmed on the machine, but
rather in bysoft 7 all relevant machine and tool data for your pressbrake(s) are stored in bysoft 7.
thus, you achieve perfect unfolding. the bend allowance values were determined empirically by

experts thanks to full simulation of bending sequences, you can prevent collisions and costly errors
you can prepare jobs more quickly because bysoft 7 determines and suggests bending sequences,
backgauge positions, and tool plans optimize set-up times when manufacturing several bent parts.

bysoft 7 creates and proposes an ideal processing sequence
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2d processing with this module, you can construct parts and import and edit existing cad data. you
can create perfect cutting plans for processing sheet metal and other 2d materials. thanks to bysoft
7, you can construct parts with powerful and worldwide distributed 2d and 3d cad. you can create
cutting programs in next to no time because bysoft 7 is clearly structured and turns less practiced

users into programming professionals you will reduce part costs because raw material is used
completely. to do so, bysoft 7 has comprehensive options, for example, various nesting processes.
with the.. to do therefore, bysoft 7 offers comprehensive options, for example, numerous nesting

processes. with the touch of a key, bysoft 7 always chooses the appropriate cutting technologies and
tools it with ease. thanks to bysort: create selecting plans making use of an automated method for

an optimizd stacking of yur components bending. thanks to bysoft 7, you can construct components
with powerful and world-wide distributed 2d and 3d cad. you can create cutting programs in next to

no time because bysoft 7 is clearly structured and turns less practiced users into programming
professionals you can.. bending you can use this module to construct parts in 3d. you can further

import and edit existing cad data. this way, you can create perfect cutting plans for processing tubes
and profiles. thanks to bysoft 7, you can construct parts with powerful and worldwide distributed 2d
and 3d cad. even complex tube and profile cutting programs can be created in the blink of an eye. 1
cutting profiles with this module, you can construct parts and import and edit existing cad data. you
can create perfect cutting plans for processing tube and profile customer benefits thanks to bysoft 7,
you can construct parts with powerful and worldwide distributed 2d and 3d cad even complex tube

and profile cutting programs can be created in the blink of an eye. because: bysoft 7 is clearly
structured and turns less practiced users into programming professionals by turning sections and

parts, these can be nested with even more efficiency. raw material is used completely and part costs
are further reduced with the touch of a button, bysoft 7 always selects the correct cutting technology
and implements it with ease thanks to countless functions, bysoft 7 provides reliable processes. you

profit thanks to perfectly cut parts and a high machine usage price 5ec8ef588b
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